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Metadata matters – what does it mean?

1. Of or concerning matters to do with metadata

Or

2. Is it asking a question as in “Metadata matters?”
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What is metadata

Quite simply it is “Data about data”

It provides context with details such as the source, type, owner, and 
relationships to other data sets but can also convey a whole host of 
other information.



Why is metadata so important?



How does this apply to Geospatial Data?





















Belgium



Great Britain





Ordnance Survey results



What customers need.

Q Quality

F Findable

A Accessible

I Interoperable

R Reusable



Quality metadata

• Coverage

• Completeness

• Positional Accuracy

• Thematic Accuracy

• Logical Consistency

• Useability



The challenge for Data Producers

We must make data that meets the FAIR principles

But how do we convey the message that data is suitable for a particular use?





The answer is metadata

The real challenge is how ………….



Metadata matters – what does it mean?

1. Of or concerning matters to do with metadata

Or

2. Is it asking a question as in “Metadata matters?”

Of course it matters. Almost as much as the data itself.
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